One of the most popular topics in project management in the last 5 years is Agile. What is Agile? How does Agile change the way project managers lead their projects to compare to waterfall methodology?

The agile Certified practitioner (AKA: PMI-ACP) was introduced in 2014. It includes Extreme Programing (XP), TDD (Test Driven Development), scrum, and agile techniques for all project managers. The exam has picked up steam in the last three years and there are now about 16,000 Agile Certified practitioners worldwide.

Agile is not only good for IT related projects but also many other projects can benefit from the incremental improvement gained by using Agile. Agile promotes higher quality outcome between the customers and development team and encourages cross-functional teams bringing real value to the table.

This presentation provides a glance of Agile, helps attendees understand common terminology before taking the PMI-ACP exam, feel comfortable with Agile principles, and take the PMI-ACP exam to be part of the Agile community. Technical Project Management 1.25, Leadership.25

Mei Lin, PMI-ACP, PMP, MBA, DTM
Mei was born and raised in Taiwan, emigrating to the U.S. in 2008. She received dual B.A. degrees in Law and in Social Work from National Taipei University and Master of Business Administration from Texas A&M University – Commerce.

She is a Certified PMP-ACP Project Manager and her enthusiasm for improving her skills and applying new techniques to her projects shows in her daily life. She has over 10 years of diverse experience in Marketing, Healthcare, International operation, and IT. She works tenaciously serving her team and growing with them one project at a time.

Her job is helping clients migrate from on premise to cloud-based software solutions, working with internal and external stakeholders, and provide peace of mind for all projects. When she isn't working or volunteering she is probably running her next Marathon or practicing yoga.

Free Event RSVP here to receive your parking pass and for pizza at event.

Location: UT Dallas, 800 W. Campbell, Richardson, TX 75080, Naveen Jindal School of Management Davidson Auditorium, JSOM 1.118

Time: 6:00 pm-6:30 pm Pizza and Networking
6:30 pm-8:00 pm Presentation

Questions: Contact the Project Management Program at 972-883-2656

PMPs: This event earns 1.5 PDUs
The Applied Project Management Forum is held on the third Tuesday of each odd month. Missed an event? Watch previous presentations.